
   

Don’t forget the 

pond tour 

 

 

March 2018 
Volume 22 Issue 6 

June 9 at 9:00 AM 

Vince and Brenda Smith 

       924 West Ridgemont 

        Peoria, Il 

        Speaker, as yet unknown 

 

Directions 

 

From I-74 take the Knoxville exit and continue until 

you come to War Memorial Drive. Turn left until you 

come to Sheridan Road. Turn right and just before you 

come to Sheridan village, turn  right onto  Ridgemont. 

Continue until you come to the Smith  residence. 

 

 

 

 

e 

 You  can pay your dues anytime now, 

they are still only $20 
 

Please give cash/check to our treasurer: 

Or Send To:Letr iana Cantrell 

311 Arnold Rd. 

East Peoria, IL. 61611 
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HAPPY  BIRTHDAY 

For the Month of 

June 

Rick Moreland 

Rick Luick 

Deb Hess   
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Premature Aging in a Closed System 

By James Reilly from  Koi USA 

Experience shows us just how fragile koi are. On one hand they are 
called hardy compared to other species and on the other it seems 

that koi can just pop off if it looked at wrong? 

This contradiction is best explained if one looks at a koi as a lower  
form of life and not like say, a dog. Koi are carp and carp are 

known to produce as many as 150,000=300,000 young per spawn
ing. This is a practical evolutionary tactic as Mother Nature has no 
intention of allowing 300,000 fish to reach adulthood and breeding 

size. 

Years ago  I posted a research  study showing the sizes and ages of 
sampled carp from the original waters of carp(the Black and Caspi
an seas regions). And in each case the numbers dropped dramatical

ly as fish got larger and older. Predators, poor water conditions, 
seasonal  droughts, floods, fishing, disease, parasites, storms, algae 

explosions, starvation, organ failure due to congenital problems, 
pollution-the list is very long. 

And our koi are weaker than that wild carp. They do have us how
ever to help shelter them from the ‘odds’ once the culling master is 
is done with them. And in that regard, we are god-like, providing 
water, shelter and food. But we are not God and often we use our  
powers over our charges to provide more that is needed or even 
helpful. We move them indoors, we create eternal summers, we 

heat them, feed them hourly, and we treat them whether they need 
it or not. This is well intended of course but still, observation show 
counterproductive in the long run. And in a sense, it is the opposite 
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of the beginning water gardener that kills juvenile koi from sheer 

ignorance and neglect. It is more ‘loving the koi to death’ in 

many individual cases. 

This is a great spot for me to get preachy about one of my cardi

nal rules (right after ‘koi as a four-season fish’ and the concept of 

‘base parameters for a closed system’). And that is the concept 

premature aging of koi in a closed system. 

As I said, we are dealing with a lower form of life that nature is 

more than willing to send to the big pond I the sky if the environ

ment is at all poor. And we have all come to appreciate  how am

monia and nitrite kill koi quickly and how pH crashes can easily 

do the same. These are IMPRESSIVE and DRAMATIC deaths 

and quickly get our attention and require us to get educated if we 

are to stay in the hobby. 

But once this level of accomplishment in keeping skills is mas

tered, there is the second level: One that is less noticed by inter

mediate keepers. Often  there is an urge to go back to the begin

ner’s list to see which of the impressive causes it could be? 

In truth, koi are all worn down by life in a closed system. It is just 

a matter of degree and this is compounded by the weaker consti

tution of individual fish. Indeed, time and age will weaken all of 

us! But unlike most people, koi live in a setting that provides 

forms of stress and pollution all its life. This is simply a reality of 

a closed system and time. 

So, ironically, a koi can live longer than a wild carp but it can be 

remarkably debilitated compared to a wild carp. It seems we as 

keepers and guardians, can protect our pets from predation, 

drought, storms, floods, fishermen, starvation, etc, but we can’t 
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Stop the decline of  fish from closed system dynamics any more 

than we can stop water from deteriorating  in that same closed 

system. 

Koi are linked to the watery environment they occupy indeed, 

they’re only separated by a few cells at the level of the gill. If wa

ter is allowed to deteriorate or to stay at base levels different than 

the ideal for koi, their internal biochemistry will also deteriorate 

(plus or minus active physiological processes). 

So, like the runner who shows the extent of the pounding over a 

life time of with bad knees, our koi’s gills, eyes, kidneys, heart 

and nervous system show wear and tear from the swings in a 

closed system. Of note the high nitrate levels, low oxygen levels, 

swinging ORP, feeding excess, swinging pH, high iron and cop

per, low micro nutrient, excess buffering, chlorine, chloramines, 

phosphate build up, high bacteria count and over feeding. 

In a sense, these things may very well offset some of nature’s 

weaning of carp that we avoid and results in  ‘picking off’ of pre

disposed individuals in a less dramatic and obvious way. 

In the end a koi is a responsibility and a possession. And if one 

makes the conscious decision to approach diet for instance for one 

purpose such as length or volume for show or status, then fine. 

But one should KNOW what the effects are going in. 

The old practice of stripping off the koi’s slime coat, with salts, 

dips and heavy PP treatment was practiced by completive show 

hobbyists for years without a thought to the health of the animal. 

The use of hormone injections and feeding of hormones to en

hance growth and volume is an old trick that on one has any idea 

what the effects are long term. 
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But if one does not know that they are wearing down their koi 

with their own pond design or odd treatment and shotgun practic

es then they should not look down or hard core exhibitors that 

condition their koi  with barbaric rituals once or twice a year and 

keep the fish is pristine conditions the rest of the year. The owner 

who says “I can’t afford a water change is one that is likely to ac

celerate the aging process on koi’s skin and organs. 

There is no question that we can kill koi with kindness, especially 

In the area of feeding. And if the system is not up to the challenge 

of removing and processing the undigested excess then it is a one 

two punch for the koi subjected to such ‘love’. 

In koi, the telltale signs of a life in an inadequate closed system 

that is poorly maintained, over stocked and over fed are fatty liver 

disease, damaged kidneys, fatty deposits on the brain, damaged 

heart, rough skin, no more slime, secretion, change of bone struc

tures, minor skin infections, egg re-absorption issues and the 

number one tell tale sign-gills that show cellular lifting embo

lisms and simple hyperplasia. 
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Prairieland Koi and Pond Society 
General Meeting Minutes 
Saturday April 14, 2018 

9:00 – 10:00 a.m. 
 

Attendance:  30 people in attendance. 
 
Location: Luthy Botanical Garden, Peor ia, IL  
 
Meeting: President Jeannie Clarke was unable to attend due to illness so Vice-President Lisa Carter led the 
meeting. Guest speakers were Bob Streitmatter of Luthy Botanical Gardens and Anthony Schade of Bloom
tastic in Hanna City, IL. 
 
Bob Streitmatter welcomed us as we were seated in the lovely and warm conservatory due to the cold, rainy 
weather we experienced. He explained some of the master plan changes that are occurring to the gardens. 
They have added a spillway fountain to the pond and some Mexican beach pebble landscaping with more to 
come. They are working hard to encourage and attract pollinators and invertebrates to the gardens by ban
ning the use of pesticides as well as planting native plants in nodes or sections throughout the gardens that 
will attract insects. They are using milkweed and paw-paw to attract niche invertebrates such as parasitic 
wasps and praying mantises. These “good” insects help keep the “bad” insects that damage plants under con
trol without the use of pesticides, which are indiscriminate in killing. They have banned the use of the newer 
neonicotinoid insecticides that are chemically related to nicotine and have been implicated in bee colony col
lapse as well as lethal to monarch butterflies. Inside the conservatory, no pesticides are used either, but safe, 
insecticidal soaps, and streams of water are used to dislodge pests. We heard a few birds inside the conserva
tory and they are encouraged to feed there. They are trying to encourage some lizards and ladybug or lady
bird beetles as well. A question was asked about mosquito control, and Bob replied that it is important to 
find the source. If it is a pond, the use of mosquito dunks work quite well. It may be hard to pinpoint the 
source of the mosquitoes and Vince Smith says they experienced a problem last summer even though they 
had converted to a pondless system and water basins were covered in underground basins. It may be that a 
neighbor actually has the source with some standing water and in that case, would be hard to control. 
 
Anthony Schade owns Bloomtastic in Hanna City, which is a garden center and also has water gardening 
plants and supplies. He informed us that neonicotinoids are systemic insecticides that get infused into all 
parts of the plant. These class of insecticides have been used to treat grubs in lawns, but when the bees come 
to feed off the clover pollen in these treated lawns, they are killed as well. He stressed the importance of los
ing pollinators. One out of every three bites of food we eat is dependent on pollination. He suggested the use 
of neem oil which, according to Wikipedia, “is a vegetable oil pressed from the fruits and seeds of the neem 
(Azadirachta indica), an evergreen tree endemic to the Indian subcontinent and has been introduced to many 
other areas in the tropics. It is the most important of the commercially available products of neem for organ
ic farming and medicines.” Other, safer types of natural or organic insecticides include pyrethrins derived 
from chrysanthemums. According to Cornell University, “the natural pyrethrins are contact poisons which 
quickly penetrate the nerve system of the insect. A few minutes after application, the insect cannot move or 
fly away. But, a "knockdown dose" does not mean a killing dose. The natural pyrethrins are swiftly detoxi
fied by enzymes in the insect. Thus, some pests will recover.” Anthony recommended starting off using 
small batches or concentrations even if you plan on using the organic insecticides before you ratchet up the 
dosage since you will be killing the good bugs along with the bad. He told us that fungal spores, such as 
downy mildew, can travel 4 miles in the air, so even if you have control in your little microcosm, infestation 
beyond your control can always occur. He stressed that carbonyls like Sevin, which is recommended for 
control of Japanese beetles, are not good insecticides to be using as they will kill all insects and it is a com
ponent in Agent Orange. We should always be careful to read label directions when applying any poison, to 
make sure the product is warranted for the plants or insects for which it is intended. Even so, the loss of ben
eficial insects and pollinators is catastrophic and safer alternatives should be considered.  Deb Palmquist re
lated that she has lots of milkweed in her yard and found the Japanese beetles were attracted to it more than 
any other plant besides the roses. She had to remove them all by hand and dump them in some soapy or  
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vinegar/water solution, since applying Sevin would harm the bees and butterflies that were also attracted to 
the milkweed. Anthony recommended going out early in the morning to capture the Japanese beetles since 
they were slow-moving and torpid at that time. He said that buying the Japanese beetle traps that are baited 
with pheromones is the worst you can do since it attracts them to your yard from far away. He also discussed 
algaecides and told us that they kill off invertebrates in the water, which is not good for the health of a pond. 
Bacteria will kill off algae in a more natural, non-toxic way for the beneficial insects. One problem in our 
ponds is when ammonia turns to nitrites. According to an article on the website for LiveAquaria on basic 
water chemistry: “This ammonia is very toxic to fish and is converted to nitrite by nitrifying bacteria. Nitrite 
is also toxic to fish, and is converted to nitrate once again by beneficial nitrifying bacteria. Nitrate is not 
nearly as toxic, and is used by plants or algae to help them grow.” Anthony is trying a new product contain
ing nitrospira bacteria that he hopes will work well in alleviating ammonia and nitrite buildup. He also dis
cussed plant rhizospheres and micro rhizomes and how bacteria in these plant root zones in the soil and on 
the roots themselves are crucial for nutrient uptake in plants. He told us about Savio pond filters and skim
mer boxes, which come from a new, small company that uses weir boxes that force the pond water over the 
top of the skimmer box and are more effective. The downside is that they are expensive, around $600-$700, 
but they seem to be a superior design for pond filtration. He also recommended the use of compost-ease and 
referred us to a YouTube video by Irene Ingram. I could not find any videos or that product on a quick 
Google search, so am sorry this information is incomplete. 
 
I had to leave half-way through the meeting so am relying on reports from others for the rest: 
 
Ray Routley brought some items that he has used for scaring herons away from his pond. A discussion of 
what worked and what didn’t followed.  
 
Genny Gibbs brought some artwork (a picture of a pond) that is being shown in different dining establish
ments for Paint Nite in the Peoria area. 
 
Our next general meeting will be held at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, May 12, at Mary Hoehne’s. See you there! 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Deb Palmquist 
  
Secretary 



   

 Prairieland Koi and Pond Society 
General Meeting Minutes 

Saturday May 12, 2018 
9:10 – 10:10 a.m. 

 
Attendance:  26 people in attendance. 
 
Location: Mary Hoehne’s residence, East Peoria, IL  
 
Meeting: President Jeannie Clarke still had not recovered her voice, so Todd Bong led the meeting. He informed us that 
Jeannie has about 14 koi between 4 –6’’ in size to give away as well as some water lilies that you can pick up at her 
house. Welcome to new member Mark Graue from Lincoln, IL. 
 
Our guest speaker was Mike White (White Water Filters, mikew@waterfilters.com) who led off with an informative talk 
on choosing, purchasing, and caring for koi: 
 
1. Make sure they are healthy: they should be calmly swimming around, but not stressed or racing about the pond, the 
fins should be out, not clamped close to their bodies, there should be no red streaks along the body (another sign of 
stress), and they should not be listless and staying on the bottom. Never handle a fish with dry hands. It will remove 
the slime coat which protects the fish. If you must touch them, make sure your hands are wet. You can put your hands 
in the pond where they are swimming (make sure you have no chemicals, sunscreen, or hand cream etc. on that could 
be harmful to them). 
2. Pick and buy what you like, not someone else’s opinion of what constitutes a beautiful color. 
3. Keep in mind that the coloring of koi between 4 and 6 inches long can drastically change and the quality will deterio-
rate until the fish is between 24 to 30 inches in length. That is the length at which the Japanese finish their koi. 
4. In home ponds, koi usually gain about 3 inches/year. Every 3 inches of length gain equates to a doubling of the 
weight. One can easily overpopulate a pond not only by the number of fish, but also by the normal growth of the fish 
that occurs. The greater the number of fish, or the larger they grow, the more waste that is generated so the circula-
tion and filtration must adequately compensate. 
5. One factor that determines the growth rate of koi is the feeding regime. Koi don’t have stomachs, only intestines, so 
it is better to feed small meals more often. 
6. Another factor in determining growth rate is how often water changes occur. Koi emit pheromones in the water that 
are used to control growth. If you don’t do water changes it can stunt their growth as the pheromones build up and 
don’t evaporate. Mike answered a question about why fish seem to grow bigger and faster in muddy vs. clear water: it 
is a myth, the only factors influencing fish growth are the amount of water and water changes. 
7. Municipal water supplies usually contain chlorine or chloramine (ammonia + chlorine), both of which are fatal to fish. 
Chloramine has a longer ½-life than chlorine and is cheaper for the water suppliers to use. A de-chlorinator/water con-
ditioner should be used to ameliorate the toxic effects of chlorine and chloramine. When doing a water change, pour 
the de-chlorinator into the pond then add water. There is a hose attachment with a timer but unless you are monitor-
ing it constantly, overflowing can occur or the de-chlorinator effectiveness can be reduced. 
8. The price of koi ranges from $0 to over $1 million. In Japan, a 5-6 year old show quality koi has gone for over $1 mil-
lion. In the U.S., the highest price paid has been ~$1/4 million. Some koi in Japan can be purchased but cannot ever 
leave the country since they are considered to be a national treasure. Koi are identified by picture alone. It is virtually 
impossible to have identical twins in fish, but now some researchers are attempting to clone koi. Mike told a story of a 
Japanese breeder who entered 2 white koi with a black checkerboard pattern on their spine in a prestigious show. The 
larger of the 2 won the grand champion prize and the smaller won the next-level prize. It was later found that the 
checkerboard pattern had been tattooed on the scales of both fish. Needless to say, the breeder was barred from ever 
showing again and had the prizes rescinded. 
9. The life span of koi is about 60 years. The oldest age of a koi was said to have been 220 years old, but even without  
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Growth rings on the scales help to determine age, although there can be more than one growth ring per 
year. Most koi will grow to a certain size and then stop growing. Some genetic work is being done to 
increase the length of certain types of koi. The Ogon and Chagoi varieties can get very large, around 
42’’ in length. Work is being done with the Kohaku to get a meter-long fish. 
10. Koi can jump, so when transporting them, make sure you have a lid and proper aeration to lessen any 
stress. Mike told us about one of his ponds that is 24’ long x 15’ wide x 6’ deep with a bridge over it. He 
was standing on the bridge when a 6 inch koi jumped over his head and across the bridge. He figures it 
had to be about 8’ in the air and about a 15’ long jump. 
11. You should always quarantine new fish before introducing them to your pond. Put them in a separate 
body of water, not by themselves as they are a schooling animal (you can add a couple of goldfish to 
keep them company) for a minimum of 3 weeks. The water temperature should be at a minimum of 76°F 
to guard against parasites and KHV (koi herpes virus) that is over 90% fatal and has no cure. SVC 
(spring viremia of carp) is another virus that kills approximately 20-25% of the population. KHV is a koi
-only virus whereas SVC infects game fish as well and is monitored by Fish & Game departments. 
12. You must be careful when adding plants to you pond system as well. They can carry diseases, para
sites, snails, etc. Washing/soaking plants in potassium permanganate for ~5 minutes will kill all living 
animal organisms but will not harm the plants. It is important that you NOT add potassium permanga
nate to your pond as it will harm your fish. 
13. If you salt your pond, that will be detrimental to the plant life as many aquatic plants cannot tolerate 
salty conditions like the koi are able to tolerate and benefit from. 
 
Mike then discussed pond filtration and answered questions: The smaller the pond, the more often the 
pump and filtration system should turn over the water. For a 500 gal. pond, the turnover rate is 4 times 
per hour and for a 1000 gal. pond, the turnover rate is 2 times per hour. It doesn’t hurt to have a higher 
turnover rate, just make sure it is not too fast creating too much of a current or turbulence (don’t want 
your fish in a washing machine!). A pond filtration system should be in contact with aerobic bacteria 
that convert ammonia to nitrite, then nitrites are converted to nitrates that are used by aquatic plants as 
fertilizer. Some work has been done using anaerobic bacteria that converts ammonia right into nitrogen 
that escapes into the atmosphere. This has been done in the lab only, and has not been replicated in a 
pond. He told us the first biofalls box did not have any filters, but was set on undisturbed ground and 
was designed to prevent leaks. When pads and lava rocks were added (to hold down pads) it became a 
filtration system. But, lava rocks in a bag defeats the purpose of a filtration system since water will take 
the path of least resistance and go around the bag and filtration media when they get dirty and clogged. 
This starves the bacteria that need oxygen in the water and they fail to do their job. The biggest ad
vantage of biofalls is the circulation of the water. Stagnant water harbors anaerobic bacteria, and no oxy
gen in these areas prevents fish from getting the oxygen they need as well as plants and the good aerobic 
bacteria that help in the nitrogen cycle of the pond. Mike handed out a flyer that his store in Batavia, IL 
is having a sale on June 2 and 3. He also informed us of an article he wrote for Pond Trade magazine in 
the May/June issue about underground filtration systems for ponds. When asked about clearing algae 
from ponds, he found that using a liquid bacteria (Fritz Industries Pond 360) and a small amount of Al
gae—Fix worked wonders for clearing a pond. He mentioned that the temperature has to be consistently 
over 60°F for this. 
 
Larry Zehr brought 3 fish for sale. Two of them had silver scales and all three were quite pretty, medium 
sized (~4-6 inches) koi. He also volunteered to be on the pond tour, thanks, Larry! 
 
Our next general meeting will be held at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, June 9, at Vince and Brenda Smith’s. 
See you there! 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Deb Palmquist 
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Deb Palmquist’s Pond. Note the raccoon 

tracks in the snow and the from sitting on 

the artificial Lilly pad. 
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PKPS 2018 MEETING SCHEDULES 
GENERAL MEETINGS 2018 

Date                      Location                                                                       Speaker 

Jun   9          Vince and Brenda Smith               Changed to 9:00AM 

Jul  14-15     Pond tour 

Aug 11         Kloubec Koi Farm                           Klubec  

Sept 8           Creekside Nature Center               To be announced 

Oct   13        Jim Simmons                                To be announced 

Nov  10         PKPS Banquet 

 

Board Meetings 2018 

June 2              Cantrell 

June 23           Palmquist 

July 28            Carter 

August 25       Moreland 

September 22  Simmons 

October 27      Clarke 

November       Palmquist 

December       no meeting 
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JEAN CLARKE 

President/Editor 

6934 N. St. Mary’s Rd. 

Peoria,  IL 61614 

309-370-0460 

E-mail: Clarke.jl@comcast.net 

  AKCA  

Koi Fish Health Advisors 

Jean Clarke                                 
309-370-0460 

 

Karen Hofstetter 

309-699-5155 

 

Stacey Schadewalt 

217-358-2665 

             Officers 

Jean Clarke  President/Editor  

309-370-0460 

 

Lisa Carter  Vice President 

309-694-9801 

 

Allen Kruger      

Web Master 

217-737-3646 

 

Letriana Cantrell  Treasurer  

309-645-7163 

 

Debra Palmquist  

Secretary 

309-696-7114 

 

           Directors 

Greg Cantrell  

Product Mgr.of Ways and Means  

309-645-7161 

 

Rick Moreland  

Food And Beverage 

309-694-5057 

 

Todd Bong    

309-256-9582 

 

Jim Simmons 

309-678-5363 

 

Chairpersons 

Lisa Carter 

Raffles/Door Prizes/Special 

Events                                    

309-694-9001 
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